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Abstract: Historic urban landscapes (HULs) are composed of layers of history and memories that are
embedded in physical monuments, buildings, and memorials. Physical built fabric stores both personal
and cultural memory through long association with communities. Rapid changes due to demolition
and redevelopment change the nature of these places and, in turn, affect these memory storages.
This paper investigates whether historical city inhabitants consider cultural memories important when
managing their HULs. It further explores the effectiveness of cultural memory in creating a sense of
place and enhancing the quality of life for inhabitants. The context of the demolished theatre ‘Masrah
Al Salam’ in Alexandria, Egypt, was studied after city inhabitants angrily protested the theatre’s
removal, indicating a strong community attachment to this lost place. A qualitative methodological
approach to this study was applied by conducting on-site, semi-structured, face-to-face interviews
supplemented by comments gathered from the Facebook group ‘Alexandria’s Spirit’. The QSR
NVivo12 program was used as a qualitative tool for data management, analysis, and mapping
intangible elements contributing to an assembly of cultural memories of this place. The study
demonstrated the importance of cultural memory associated with urban elements such as iconic
heritage buildings that create a sense of place and enhance the identity of our urban environments.

Keywords: cultural memories; historic urban landscapes; place attachment; quality of life;
sense of place

1. Introduction

This paper investigates whether historical city inhabitants consider cultural memories important
when managing their historic urban landscapes (HULs). In addition, it explores how cultural memory
plays an effective role in creating a sense of place for enhancing each inhabitant’s quality of life.

Historic cities are a kind of palimpsest for the imprint of historical events and are a reflection
of their identities [1]. Urban settings and landscapes consist of layers of history and memories that
are apparent in physical urban elements such as significant buildings, monuments, and public and
governmental spaces [2].

However, the expansion of cities—as a result of increasing populations—requires rapid physical
changes that destroy familiar urban features and elements, creating unfamiliar environments and
causing gentrification and the destruction of memory and place identity [3]. As a result, the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO, 2011) introduced the concept
of HUL to help protect historic urban settings [4]. HULs have been usefully defined as ‘the complex
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layering of cultural and natural values and attributes that contribute to identity and sense of place’ as
a new understanding of historic urban settings [5]. This has also created a new approach to urban
heritage, as it aims to integrate urban conservation with urban planning strategies by focusing on the
social and cultural values that people attach to urban areas as well as the built environments [4]. Taylor
argued that ‘memories’ are an important social value. ‘Landscape is a cultural construct, a mirror of
our memories and myths encoded with meanings that can be read and interpreted’ [6].

In its simplest definition, memory is ‘the mental capacity or faculty of retaining and reviving
impressions, or of recalling or recognising previous experiences’ [7]. Memories could be individual or
collective. For many people who can remember and share a memory, this pushes it to go beyond an
individual’s perspective to enter the collective one [8].

Collective memory is the act of remembering events that are associated with objects, places, and
experiences by individuals in a social framework or between groups experiencing these events [3].
Collective memory is counted as a repository of culture, a view that sometimes leads to the terms
‘collective memory’ and ‘cultural memory’ being conflated [9].

Cultural memory has been studied in a wide range of interdisciplinary literature, such as
psychology, sociology, geography, and built environments. Maurice Halbwachs and Pierre Nora are
considered to be the founders of the recent cultural memory studies, particularly in the discipline
of built environments [2]. Maurice Halbwachs saw that a ‘collective memory’ was an effect of a
complex social framework of shared individual memories [10]. Pierre Nora was more concerned with
spatial cultural memory (collective memory) studies, and he explained that certain sites can capture
emotions and embody national memories [11]. For Fine (2005), collective memory is the way in which
‘history enters into social life through by which individuals, organisations, and states interpret, recall
and commemorate the past’. While variously defined by many individuals over the course of the
twentieth century and since, it remains an interpretation ‘on the individual or collective level: as social
psychology or as collective representation’ [12].

Inspired by these theorists, architectural theorist Aldo Rossi introduced the term ‘urban memory’
as a new idea of understanding cultural memory in the city. Urban memory has focused on the
concentration of memory in the landscape of the city and the urban sites as a ‘palimpsest’ to store
memories that can be read in significant buildings, monuments, museums, and public and governmental
spaces [3]. This concept was then modified by Boyer in 1994 in her book The City of Collective Memory to
link cultural memory and urban transformation. In the book, she argued that the city fabric contains the
earlier forms and images of the city memory traces. She discussed how the city images are developed
and how they directly relate to everyday urban life and economic and political concerns influencing
cultural memory [2]. In addition, she explained that the city is an architectural collective expression
that carries traces of memories, primary architectural shapes, city plans, and public monuments [13].
This research also touches on Halas’s (2008) search for a meaning for collective memory and its symbols
within a globalising culture and how a community’s collective memory can become a ‘social problem’
in the erasure of memory or its alteration—ostensibly the erasure or alteration of local identity. In a
sense, the site chosen for this study has become victim to a global notion of progress and is a cultural
battleground, that through local processes of collective memory and experience, becomes a ‘glocal’
‘place of conflict about the symbolic representation of ongoing changes’ [14]. Similarly, Al- Ghanim et al.
(2017) pointed out the effect of globalisation on local cultures, noting that in Qatar, the replacement of
traditional marketplaces with western style malls has had effects in changing customary cultural habits.
The study showed there were ‘culturally troubling’ effects and uncovered an ambivalent attitude to the
changes to culture and daily rituals—from acceptance amongst younger interviewees to a recognition
of the consequences of change and threat to cultural identity amongst older members of families [15].

All these scholars established that reproducing and recalling cultural memory is place-specific,
and landscapes as places are vessels for family stories and community memories [16]. So, the link is
formed between cultural memories, everyday activities, and landscapes, forming a clear sense of the
past and reinforcing the attachment to places [17].
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Place attachment is defined by scholars as ‘the bonds that people develop with places’ [18,19]—
expressed through the interchangeable roles of emotions, knowledge and beliefs, and behaviour
and actions [20]. This includes the three components of place attachment: affective, cognitive, and
practice [21,22]. The affective component is reflected in emotional attachments to places, whereas
the cognitive component concerns thoughts, knowledge, and beliefs related to places. Furthermore,
practice refers to the behaviour and activities that occur within spatial contexts [21].

The value of place attachment is in sustaining the attraction and meaning of places by avoiding
the loss of their characteristics that are meaningful and familiar to their users [23]. Attachment towards
a place is developed when the place is significant and well-identified by users; it fulfils their functional
needs and supports their behavioural goals better than any known alternative [24].

This points to another important concept when dealing with people’s bonds with places—‘place
identity’. This is defined as ‘the set of features that guarantee the place’s distinctiveness and continuity
in time’ [25]. Place identity is considered as the contribution of the features of a place to one’s
self-conception [26]. These are composed of physical forms and elements, as well as activities and
meanings [27] that are associated with an individual’s internal psychosocial processes to generate
personal perception [28]. That buildings and public places are invested with cultural memories linked
to identity is the subject of Bevan’s book The Destruction of Memory: Architecture at War. Bevan argued
that war brings with it the wanton destruction of places as an attempt to eradicate memory and
identity—ostensibly to demoralise a people and enforce forgetting. Bevan recognised that the violent
destruction of buildings may also happen in the name of ‘progress’ but added that ultimately—whether
from benign or malign intentions—the result is similar “to lose all that is familiar—the destruction on
one’s environment—can mean a disorientating exile from the memories they have invoked” [29].

There is no agreement in the literature about how place attachment and place identity are related.
Some scholars considered place identity a component of place attachment [30]. Others have recognised
place identity and place attachment as two interchangeable concepts [25]. Others, as well as this research,
treated place identity and place attachment as two different, although related, concepts—combining in
the formation of the multidimensional phenomena of ‘sense of place’ [31]. Relph (1976) explained the
difference between place attachment and place identity as the way a person can feel attached to a place
for different reasons (e.g., the emotional bonds that people develop with places), while forming the
identity of the place varies according to the agreed individual or group image of the place [32].

Sense of place as a multidimensional concept was studied and theorised by a number of research
fields, including sociology, geography, and environmental psychology. It was defined by Fritze Steele
(1981) as ‘the particular experience of a person in a particular setting (feeling stimulated, exited, joyous,
and so forth)’ [33]. David Hummon (1992) took Steel’s definition further by adding that ‘sense of place
is inevitably dual in nature, involving both an interpretive perspective on the environment and an
emotional reaction to the environment’ [34]. According to Eisenhauer’s study (2000), sense of place has
three variables: place interactions of families or friends, their traditions, and the memories associated
with the people of the place [35,36].

Therefore, sense of place plays an important role in HUL contexts, focusing on the effects
of how people ‘feel’ and ‘appreciate’ a place by inhabiting and interacting within the place [37].
Sense of place is founded on three main components: functional/physical components, activities,
and meanings/symbols [6]. So, memories and local identities can provide an accurate reflection of how
people enjoy and are attached to their urban environments [38].

As in the above context, having places that make people feel comfortable and appreciated is linked
to a sense of well-being and quality of life. The World Health Organisation (WHO) defined quality
of life as ‘an individual’s perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value
systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns. It is a
broad ranging concept affected in a complex way by the person’s physical health, psychological state,
personal beliefs, social relationships and their relationship to salient features of their environment’ [39].
Datel and Dingemans (1984) defined sense of place as the complex bundle of meanings, symbols,
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and qualities of a person or a group associated with a particular locality or region [40]. These definitions
support Jackson’s (1994) belief that sense of place has the ability to create a sense of well-being and
quality of life [41].

Growing populations and global urban transformations have impacted the identity of cities and
sense of place [3]. In addition, current governmental practices tend to underestimate studies concerning
cultural memories and sense of place, which have been shown to be important for maintaining the
image and identity of historical cities [13]. However, we cannot transform all city streets into museums,
but we at least need to protect urban symbols that recall memories and events for people. Sense of
place and well-being are achieved when our space experience is familiar and continues to meet our
expectations [42].

Alexandria is the second largest city in Egypt and is an ancient historical city experiencing major
ongoing urban management plans to cope with growing population needs and urban development.
Masrah Al Salam (Al Salam Theatre) was one of the most important features within the city urban
fabric and waterfront. It was a theatre that witnessed many famous plays and shows that have been
preserved and remembered in the memory of Alexandrians. The theatre was closed and neglected
for five years and then removed—it is now in the process of being replaced by a recreational project.
This presented a huge physical and cultural urban transformation that has affected city memories,
images, sense of place, and residents’ well-being. This study is a part of integrated case-based research
project aiming at studying the “role of cultural memory in achieving psychosocial well-being in HULs”
within the context of Alexandria, Egypt. In our previous research, we reviewed the existing relations
between cultural memory, HULs and well-being in order to elaborate their important, yet neglected,
role in achieving quality of life [43]. In another study, we utilised the case of Orabi Square, as one of
the HULs in Alexandria (Egypt), in order to explore the site’s historical and new conditions and place
experience. In the aforementioned study, we were able to demonstrate that cultural memory is an
active catalyst for emotional attachment to place, and is an important factor informing sense of place
for better place experience [44].

Building on our previous research, in this study we aim to focus on exploring the level of
importance given to cultural memory by inhabitants of the area surrounding Al Salam Theatre site in
Alexandria (Egypt). In addition, this research explores the role of cultural memory in the construction of
place attachment, place identity and sense of place and their contribution for enhancing the inhabitants’
well-being and quality of life.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Setting

Alexandria is one of the most celebrated and important cities in Egypt, the Mediterranean Basin,
and the world (Figure 1). It has a total area of 2679 square kilometres and a population of 5.2 million
(in 2018), and it has the most important and oldest of the Egyptian harbours [45]. The city was chosen to
conduct this research because of its historical importance and the ongoing urban changes to overcome
the rapid urban growth that stressed the city’s HULs, affecting their stored emotions and threatening
the city’s image survival.

The selected study site of the demolished Masrah Al Salam (El Salam Theatre) context has recently
been subjected to a tangible urban setting transformation as follows:

The Masrah Al Salam (Al Salam Theatre) ‘Mustafa Kamel’ district in eastern Alexandria was
opened in 1954 to become one of the most unique features of the city waterfront (Figure 2). It was
famous for its elliptical form and for its shell structure system. The unique theatre was designed by
the architect Samir Rabee (1936–2016) to be one of the few buildings in Egypt with this structural
system and form [47]. It was also one of the oldest theatres located in eastern Alexandria. For over 62
years, it was known for presenting Egypt’s most famous plays, and it holds irreplaceable memories for
many generations that grew up watching their favourite actors in live performances [48]. This site was
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chosen for our study on the basis of the wave of frustration that erupted among many Alexandrians as
a result of the theatre’s demolition, pointing to its importance to the community. This Mediterranean
front theatre had been closed for about five years without any maintenance, increasing the rate of
deterioration. Despite the long-term closure, the theatre was still held in high esteem, and people
expressed their deep sadness for its loss and how it affected their perceived (well-known) cognitive
city image.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 1. (a) Alexandria’s map with ‘Mustafa Kamel’ district enlarged. Source: [46].   (b) Alexandria’s Google 
Earth map with ‘Mustafa Kamel’ district enlarged. Source: Google Earth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Alexandria’s map with ‘Mustafa Kamel’ district enlarged. Source: [46]. (b) Alexandria’s
Google Earth map with ‘Mustafa Kamel’ district enlarged. Source: Google Earth.
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Figure 2. (a) Al Salam Theatre in its original context. Source: [49]. (b) Al Salam Theatre site plan view. 
Source: [49]. (c) A 3D view of the new hotel project that replaced the theatre. Source: [50]. (d) A Google 
Earth view showing the new unfinished hotel project replacing the theatre site plan. Source: Google 
Earth. 

 

Figure 2. (a) Al Salam Theatre in its original context. Source: [49]. (b) Al Salam Theatre site plan
view. Source: [49]. (c) A 3D view of the new hotel project that replaced the theatre. Source: [50].
(d) A Google Earth view showing the new unfinished hotel project replacing the theatre site plan.
Source: Google Earth.
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2.2. Data Collection and Analysis

This research used the qualitative approach in studying and exploring the dimensions of the
research problem. The research data were collected in two phases; the on-desk library research phase
followed by the on-site research phase.

The library research was conducted to build the theoretical framework of the research through
literature review for the research of HUL, cultural memory, place attachment, place identity, sense of
place, and quality of life and to determine the cross relations between these main concepts to produce
the research conceptual skeleton as well as the interview questions to be used in the second phase.

Throughout the second phase, face-to-face on-site interviews of the users in the context of the
demolished Masrah Al Salam (Al Salam Theatre) were conducted. The interview questions were
designed, and pilot tested on two interviewees to check questions for clarity and to identify the time
requirements. The pilot interviews resulted in minor modifications to the wording of the questions,
and the final revised semi-structured interview consisted of 20 questions covering the research’s
conceptual themes [44].

The sample size included 12 interviews that were guided by a previous qualitative study by Janice
M. Morse (1994), who argued that researchers should have at least five participants when the aim of
the qualitative research is to understand the nature of an experience [51].

The interviews targeted two main clusters: static users (people with constant engagement with
the place) and mobile users (people with no daily engagement with the place) as six participants for
each cluster, and they were selected by simple random sampling (the respondents were approached
randomly in the street). Table 1 briefly shows the participants’ characteristics. Each on-site interview
lasted 30 to 45 minutes, and all of the participants answered all of the 20 semi-structured questions.
All of the interviews were conducted during the time frame of July through August 2018, and all of the
participants were asked if their interviews could be recorded and transcribed. Interviewees were given
informed consent forms and guaranteed that they would remain anonymous.

Table 1. The demolished Masrah Al Salam context interview participants’ characteristics.
Source: F. Hussein.

Age Women Men Total (No.)

19–34 2 3 5
35–49 3 2 5
50–65 0 2 2

Guided by a number of previous studies, such as those by Gregory (2015) and Van der Hoeven
(2018), the data collection second phase also included the use of social media in research [52,53].
This was done through creating a public Facebook group named ‘Alexandria’s Spirit’ in June 2018 to
collect people’s opinions and narratives concerning their HULs without the stress that accompanies the
traditional face-to-face interviewing methods [54]. It also gave participants a more creative medium
to reflect their ideas and thoughts through posting comics and diagrams. According to the Human
Research Ethics Committee of Curtin University, Australia (Permit No. HRE2018-0698), participants in
the Facebook group were informed ahead that the collected data will be used for research purpose
and that the status of the group will be public—hence, participants’ comments and their data will
be publicly available and accessible on the world wide web (the Facebook group is accessible at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1801504963488546/).

To date, the number of the Facebook group members has reached 90 participants. The page hosted
photos for the old and new situations of the site, leaving the participants with an open commentary
field for anyone to post and exchange opinions. The data collected from ‘Alexandria’s Spirit’ group
included 42 comments, specifically for the demolished Masrah Al Salam (El Salam Theatre) context,
that were all copied into document files for further processing.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1801504963488546/
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The research used the qualitative triangulation method for the data analysis by combining the use
of on-site observations and interviews to extract a deeper view [55]. For the gathered Facebook data,
the qualitative content analysis of the accumulated comments was used to elaborate on the participants’
opinions, memories, and feelings of sense of place [56].

For data management and coding, a project was created using QSR NVivo 12 analytical software.
The main research concepts were then broken down to nodes and sub-nodes (as required by this
software) to create the research themes’ tree node structure (Figure 3). All of the interview participants’
statements and the Facebook group participants’ comments were directly collected and copied into
document files to be coded within the nodes and the sub-nodes to identify the cross-dimensional
relations between the main concepts and extract the results.Land 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 17 
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3. Results

On-site interviewees and Facebook contributors emphasised the importance of a sense of place
in HULs working as a palimpsest in remembering events in the context of the demolished Masrah
Al Salam (Al Salam Theatre). Participants’ data further reveal the relations between HUL, cultural
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memory, place attachment, place identity, sense of place, and quality of life. All of these relations were
extracted through the qualitative content analysis for the interview, including collected manuscripts
and the Facebook comments with relation to the proposed conceptual framework of the research.
The following findings were reached, as described below.

3.1. Cultural Memories Stored in the Place (Formation of Events and Recording Similarities)

The participants emphasised that the urban site of the theatre was a context for their lived events
as they remembered their good memories and experiences at the theatre, such as attending different
plays and shows with their families and friends. In addition, most of the interviewees (8 out of 12)
mentioned that the site amplified the feeling of summer holidays—this appeared in the NVivo extracted
word query (Figure 4). They mentioned that they used to rent summer houses in the theatre’s urban
area to enjoy the beautiful sea view of Alexandria.
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All Facebook group participants expressed the value of their memories that were stored in the site
and lost by the theatre’s demolition and major changes of its urban context.

‘Removing the theatre is an unforgivable crime! I entered this theatre once when I was a child to
attend a puppet show. However, every time I passed by the theatre I used to smile just because I
remember that great time and how I was so happy that day. Also, because I used to feel that the kids
who were playing in the theatre’s front garden are enjoying the same feelings that I enjoyed when
I was young, I think what happened is a destruction for the site’s memory and symbolism’—Heba
Moo’nis (sample of analysed Facebook comments)

All interviewees mentioned that there was no specific story or legend connected to this site, except
the recently evolved anger that accompanied the theatre’s removal and the dramatic change in the
whole context (Figure 5) design to a new design that they hate and refuse to accept.

‘There is no specific story that was connected to the theatre except its old repetition of exceptional
summer plays that people used to attend long times ago. While, now there is the debate between
Alexandrians around removing the theatre and how people were angry about that. This affects my
experience by feeling angry every time I pass and remember how we lost the theatre despite the peoples
refusing and I feel sorry for that’—23-year-old female interviewee (sample of analysed answers).
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3.2. Place Attachment (Practice, Cognitive, and Affective)

All of the interviewees showed attachment to the site as a result of practice—previously discussed
as referring to the behaviour and activities that occur within spatial contexts—as some of the users
were living in the area and others saw it as a mark to locate themselves within the city and determine
their position; it was acting as a landmark for them.

Most of the interviewees (7 out of 12) and all of the Facebook comments were cognitively attached
to this HUL as a result of their stored memories and knowledge related to the site, as they mentioned
that this site is a symbol of the great theatre plays and a reminder of enjoyable family times.

‘I’m so bonded to this place, first because a live here. Second because I used to come and play in the
theatre’s removed playground so it was a gathering place for me and my friends. Also it’s like a guide
for me, it’s in the middle of Alexandria’s promenade, so even if you are not coming specifically for the
site you will pass by it any way it was a landmark’—43-year-old female interviewee (sample of
analysed answers).

The participants showed different opinions and emotions towards the site after redevelopment.
Among the younger generations, two interviewees expressed feelings of happiness and enjoying being
in the place, even after the new changes. However, a larger number (8 out of 12) expressed anger and
sadness due to the loss of the old place, resulting in a loss of affective bonds.

3.3. Site Identity (Continuity and Distinctiveness)

Participants mentioned their feelings that the place created confidence in the continuity of their
city’s well-known waterfront features. But this sentiment has been replaced by feelings of uncertainty
and loss after the on-going changes.

All participants mentioned that the area has always been famous and known for the presence of
the unique theatre’s architectural form—now replaced with typical urban materials that they think has
been replicated across the city and that lacks demand. Participants also mentioned that the site was
unique in its setting and that the sea view is now blocked by the new traffic bridge. Another change
was the removal of a small square with an artefact reflecting Alexandria’s Greek-Roman historical
background that was substituted with a new artefact that all users say is ugly and lacks any symbolism
(Figure 6). They consider this a waste of the area’s potential and distinctiveness, rejecting this change
in the site’s typology. This was reflected in the Facebook comments, as people started to create and
post comics to express their opinions about the new artefact, comparing it to an old famous children’s
show puppet (Figure 7).
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‘I’m already uncomfortable about losing the eye contact with the sea view, due to the new changes
and the traffic bridge. Because having a sea view was part of my experience here and that leaves me
feeling that this is not the same place that I used to come to before and enjoy’—27-year-old female
interviewee (sample of analysed answers)
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3.4. Sense of Place (Relationship to the Place and Community Attachment)

(a) Relationship to a place; biographical, spiritual, ideological, narrative, commodified, and
dependent bonds.

All participants expressed that they used to have a relationship with the site, which has been
affected badly due to the theatre’s removal, changing their site experience and sense of place.

‘I’m very sad because of losing the theatre. Also, uncomfortable about the new buildings preventing
the sea view and causing a big traffic jam. The area has lost its old spirit and it is totally changed now.
I would prefer that the theatre has been kept with off course conservation and renovation, and adding
the shopping and dining services this would have been a very nice entertaining complex’—53-year-old
male interviewee (sample of analysed answers)

Interviewees primarily expressed three types of place relationships when talking about the site.
The first is biographical bonds by static users, as all of them mentioned that they feel bonded to the
place because they have been raised there and lived there. The second is ideological bonds across
all of the static users and most of the mobile (five out of six participants) users, who mentioned that
they used to see the theatre’s site as a touchstone and landmark to locate themselves in the city to
which they were also bonded by the activities that they practiced at the site. The third is narrative
bonds across all of the interviewees, as they all mentioned that they were attached to stories about
the great plays and shows that used to take place at the theatre, as well as the famous actors whose
performances they saw and enjoyed during the summer.

(b) Community attachment; rootedness, place alienation, relativity, and ‘placelessness’—defined
by Relph (1976) as the process of a space losing its distinct identity and becoming commonplace [28].

All participants agreed that they used to be confident when interacting in the site and they were
completely rooted to the context. However, after the latest changes, they are experiencing placelessness
because of the drastic changes to the area that they do not accept. In addition, they said that to enjoy
the site now, people have to be wealthy enough to use the new services such as the restaurants and the
hotel. All participants mentioned that the area became so crowded, especially at the end of the bridge,
creating unpleasant noise and the stress of foot traffic congestion.

‘The area became so crowded, I don’t like crowds specially the traffic ones, it’s so annoying and time
consuming. Also crowds make you feel that the place is small even if it’s big and that is uncomfortable
and pushes people to react more angry and tensioned. Now you can’t enjoy having a walk viewing the
open sea view, you have to go to a restaurant or a café to enjoy that, you have to be rich!’—50-year-old
male interviewee (sample of analysed answers)

Almost all of the interviewees (10 out of 12)—and all of the Facebook comments—mentioned that
they are unsatisfied with the new situation, and they mentioned how the whole area lost its old appeal,
and now they cannot enjoy being there or taking a walk like before. They also mentioned that they
were sad that they did not have the power to stop such an unwanted project.

‘I feel sad and ashamed for the idea of existing and living during this period of time witnessing this
tragic deterioration and after all I couldn’t stop it or change it’.—Kareem Bahgat Al-Maghrabi
(sample of analysed Facebook comments)

4. Discussion

This research aimed to investigate whether historical city inhabitants consider cultural memories
important for managing their HULs. Additionally, it explored how cultural memory plays an effective
role in creating a sense of place for enhancing the inhabitants’ quality of life. First, the study indicated
that people appreciate the importance of their individual and cultural memories in shaping their HULs.
They also appreciate the importance of the site’s stored memories and history in creating its sense of
place through place attachment and identity and how this sense of place affects their site experience
and quality of life.
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The findings indicate that factors such as the formation of events and recording similarities are
important for reproducing and recalling cultural memories. The theatre landscape was inhabited
by memories of summer holidays and was important to the participants. This finding supports the
definition of cultural memory by Ardakani and Oloonabadi (2011) to be ‘a series of events remembered
by a group of people who share it and involve themselves in shaping it’ [8]. Additionally, it complies
with Assmann’s and Kansteiner illustration that “cultural memory comprises that body of reusable
texts, images, rituals specific to each society in each epoch, whose cultivation serves to stabilize
and convey that society’s self-image” [59]. Cultural memory appeared to be important for all of
the users (mobile or static), which opposes Maria Lewicka’s (2008) finding that people inhabiting a
neighbourhood (static users) will be more interested, concerned, and attached to the place’s past [25].
All mobile and static users considered the lost theatre a memorable element, and its presence helped to
maintain the same site experience every time they use the place. Now, the removal of this element has
resulted in feelings of loss and anger.

The participants’ comments show that cultural and personal memories play a role in creating
place attachment. As all the participants were attached to the site and the demolished theatre, some
participants mentioned living in the area or passing by it every day (behaviour/practice), while others
used to use it as a landmark to locate themselves within the city (cognitive), and some remember
their memories that recall different feelings (emotions/affective). Participant comments covered three
different constructs of place attachment: affective, cognitive, and practice, supporting the place
attachment definition by Brown and Perkins (1992): ‘Place attachments typically involve positively
experienced bonds that individuals and groups form with socio-physical environments, which grow
from behavioural, cognitive, and affective ties’ [60]. In addition, the participants mentioned their
feelings of anger and loss due to the new planning for the site—evidence of their attachment to the
old site elements. These emotions were reinforced by Brown, Altman, and Werner’s argument that
‘humans are so embedded in their environments that they don’t always reflect on those bonds unless
called to do by outside threats, new situations or turning points in life’ [61].

The results also show that place attachment contributes to the formation of place identity through
experiencing feelings of continuity and distinctiveness of the site features. The theatre, with its unique
form, was significant and marked the area, creating a sense of certainty about knowing and belonging
to the place. This idea of place identification is supported by Lynch’s explanation that if the physical
form and the function of the city scape are clear and identifiable, it will enable people to form clear and
accurate images of their places. This will also help them to orient themselves through parks, edges,
districts, nodes, and landmarks [62]. However, the results also show that the younger generation
enjoys the new site setting and lack that attachment to or feeling for the uniqueness of the old site
setting, as opposed to the older generation. This aspect agrees with Siew-William’s explanation that
transformations in the urban body of the city remove the context of the formation of events and
memories. So, familiar landscapes change or degrade quickly, leaving the young generations who live
in these cities with no collective memories of or attachment to their surroundings and a concomitant
lack of identity [38].

The findings of this study indicate how cultural memory, place attachment, and place identity
contribute to a sense of place, agreeing with the argument by Jennifer E. Cross that a sense of place is
mainly composed of two aspects: the user’s relationship to a place and community attachment [63].
The results show that users experienced different types of bonds to the place, such as biographical,
ideological, and narrative bonds. These bonds enhanced their site identification and created the strong
emotions of rootedness towards the site. After the changes, they felt that this was not their well-known
city’s waterfront, and they experienced placelessness. This is aligned with Ralph’s (1976) description
of ‘placelessness’. When places are stripped of their unique attributes, they become common, leading
to a compromised place identity [41]. However, placelessness also creates a different type of sense of
place, which is the ‘nostalgic sense of place’, as site users tried to restore their lost sense of place by
restoring their past experiences, relations, and stories related to the site—a process reinforced by Eyles’
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1985 definition of a nostalgic sense of place to be ‘the product of recalling past sentiments related to
place’ [64]. These new feelings of placelessness also created a wave of anger in the users and left them
insecure, affecting their well-being within the site.

In addition, this result reflects the relation between sense of place with its constructs
(place attachment and identity) and well-being. This is in accordance with the view that when
attachments to people and places are broken, people experience deep feelings of loss and grief [65].
The result also shows that the stronger the attachment and belonging that people feel towards a
favourite site, the more well-being they perceive in that place [66]. This is aligned with the importance
of HULs as the storage of tangible and intangible heritage attributes that ensure people’s feelings of
confidence and connections to their local environments [53]. This is why the participants’ comments
reflected their feelings of loss and anger towards the ongoing new project. Missing the site’s old
image, meaning, and stored memories, they consider the new project as lacking any meaning or need
within the city’s urban fabric. The lack of even a digital record before demolition highlights the lack of
consideration for cultural memory in developments of this nature.

In this context, city planners, administrative authorities, and urban planners should consider the
importance of cultural memories and their role in creating a sense of place within our HULs to achieve
well-being and help people experience a better quality of life.

5. Conclusions

This paper began by investigating the importance given to cultural memory by inhabitants of
the HUL of the demolished Masrah Al Salam (Al Salam Theatre) in Alexandria, Egypt. Then, it went
further to explore the effectiveness of cultural memory in creating a sense of place and well-being and
enhancing the quality of life for inhabitants.

This paper revealed how recalling the individual and cultural memories of the site inhabitants was
important for their site experience, and how cultural memories as shared memories of the site users
contribute to improve psychic health and well-being by reinforcing identity and sense of place through
social networks and community attachments. In addition, the research explored the reason behind the
city inhabitants’ anger about demolishing the theatre and re-planning the whole site through revealing
the importance of urban elements such as the Al Salam Theatre in the memorability of the urban
environment, which required updating the rules for listing buildings and sites in the heritage lists to
honour the intangible dimensions such as cultural memories.

Furthermore, the research explained in detail the effectiveness of cultural memories stored in
HULs in creating the different feelings of place attachment and place identity. The results show
how recalling the past events, relationships to place, different bonds to place, the site uniqueness,
and continuity contributes to the feelings of certainty and rootedness. On the other hand, the results
show how the lack of these important relations causes the feelings of placelessness, affecting the site’s
sense of place and directly affecting people’s site experience while invoking the feelings of loss, sadness,
and anger. As was clear, from being a unique beautiful building serving as a landmark on the city’s
waterfront through its form, function, and stored memories, the theatre’s site has been reduced to a
congested traffic area with a huge new hotel that does not reflect any of the old site’s events, memories,
or history.

To conclude, it is vital for the government planning agencies to recognise the importance of
HULs as storage for cultural memories. It is also important for government agencies to see how the
redevelopment and management plans of these sites contribute to the city’s image, identity, and sense
of place and affect the users’ experience, well-being, and quality of life.
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